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A B S T R A C T 

The recent disco v ery of multiple planets in the circumbinary system TOI-1338/BEBOP-1 raises questions about how such a 
system formed. The formation of the system was briefly explored in the disco v ery paper, but only to answer the question do 

current pebble accretion models have the potential to explain the origin of the system? We use a global model of circumbinary 

planet formation that utilizes N -body simulations, including prescriptions for planet migration, gas and pebble accretion, and 

interactions with a circumbinary disc, to explore the disc parameters that could have led to the formation of the TOI-1338/BEBOP- 
1 system. With the disc lifetime being the main factor in determining how planets form, we limit our parameter space to those 
that determine the disc lifetime. These are: the strength of turbulence in the disc, the initial disc mass, and the strength of the 
external radiation field that launches photoe v aporati ve winds. When comparing the simulated systems to TOI-1338/BEBOP-1, 
we find that only discs with low levels of turbulence are able to produce similar systems. The radiation environment has a large 
effect on the types of planetary systems that form, whilst the initial disc mass only has limited impact since the majority of 
planetary growth occurs early in the disc lifetime. With the most TOI-1338/BEBOP-1 like systems all occupying similar regions 
of parameter space, our study shows that observed circumbinary planetary systems can potentially constrain the properties of 
planet forming discs. 

Key words: planets and satellites: formation – planet–disc interactions – protoplanetary discs – binaries: general. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

ith space telescopes such as Kepler (Borucki et al. 2010 ) and TESS
Ricker et al. 2015 ) and dedicated observation programmes such as
EBOP (Martin et al. 2019 ), the number of confirmed circumbinary
lanets, those orbiting a pair of stars, has dramatically increased o v er
he last decade (e.g. Kepler-16b, -34b, -35b, and TOI-1338b to name
 few) (Doyle et al. 2011 ; Welsh et al. 2012 ; Kostov et al. 2020 ).
he most recent such planet disco v ered is BEBOP-1c, a 65 M ⊕
lanet on a 215.5 d orbit, found in a multiple planetary system with
he less massive TOI-1338b (Standing et al. 2023 ). Interestingly,
ircumbinary planets currently being disco v ered are found to be
rbiting close to the zone of dynamical instability (Holman & Wiegert
999 ; Langford & Weiss 2023 ), a limit in a circumbinary system,
ithin which lies an unstable region where orbiting objects would be

xcited on to eccentric orbits, leading to collisions with the central
tar, or ejection from the system. Additionally, in those systems,
here multiple planets have been discovered, the innermost planets
ave been found to be orbiting near the zone of dynamical instability
Martin 2018 ). Such a pile-up of planets at the edge of the zone of
ynamical instability appears to not be due to observational bias with
 E-mail: gavin.coleman@qmul.ac.uk 
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Commons Attribution License ( https:// creativecommons.org/ licenses/ by/ 4.0/ ), whi
he transit method, and instead hints at possible origins in how the
lanets form and evolve in these systems (Martin & Triaud 2014 ).
ttempts to form such planets include the in situ model and one that

nvolves concurrent growth and migration from further out in the
ystem. 

The in situ scenario suffers from a number of issues that likely
inder the formation of planets near to the instability zone, in-
luding: gravitational interactions with non-axisymmetric features
ithin circumbinary discs leading to large impact velocities between
lanetesimals (Marzari, Th ́ebault & Scholl 2008 ; Kley & Nelson
010 ); differential pericentre alignment of eccentric planetesimals of
ifferent sizes that leads to corrosive collisions (Scholl, Marzari &
h ́ebault 2007 ); excitation of planetesimal eccentricities through N -
ody interactions resulting in large relativ e v elocities, which are
isruptive for accretion onto planetary bodies (Paardekooper et al.
012 ; Meschiari 2012a , b ; Lines et al. 2014 ; Bromley & Kenyon
015 ). Ways to o v ercome the problems with in situ formation have
een explored, including having extremely massive protoplanetary
iscs (Marzari & Scholl 2000 ; Martin, Armitage & Alexander 2013 ;
eschiari 2014 ; Rafikov & Silsbee 2015 ), or if the fragments are

eaccreted and form second or later generations of planetesimals
Paardekooper & Leinhardt 2010 ). More recently, it has been shown
hat in situ pebble accretion scenarios also suffer from difficul-
ies because a parametric instability can generate hydrodynamical
© The Author(s) 2023. 
ty. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative 
ch permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
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Table 1. Simulation parameters. 1 Kostov et al. ( 2020 ). 

Parameter Description Value 

M A ( M �) Primary mass 1.0378 1 

M B ( M �) Secondary mass 0.2974 1 

T A (K) Primary temperature 4300 
T B (K) Secondary temperature 3300 
R A ( R �) Primary radius 2 
R B ( R �) Secondary radius 1.5 
a bin ( au ) Binary separation 0.129 1 

e bin Binary eccentricity 0.156 1 

Metallicity (dex) Stellar metallicity 0 

r c ( a bin ) Cavity radius 3.7377 
e c Cavity eccentricity 0.4162 
r c , a ( a bin ) Cavity apocentre 5.2933 
C 1 Cavity parameter 1 1.1 
C 2 Cavity parameter 2 0.32 
C 3 Cavity parameter 3 4.5 
R in ( au ) Disc inner boundary 0.129 
R out ( au ) Disc outer boundary 200 
f 41 Ionizing EUV photon parameter 100 
r g ( au ) Gravitational radius 11.81 
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urbulence that stirs up pebbles, rendering pebble accretion onto 
lanetary embryos inefficient (Pierens, McNally & Nelson 2020 ; 
ierens, Nelson & McNally 2021 ). 
In forming the planets at large orbital distances and allowing 

hem to migrate to their current locations, numerous works have 
hown that migrating planets in circumbinary discs stall when they 
each the central cavity, with the precise stopping location depending 
n parameters such as the planet mass (Nelson 2003 ; Pierens &
elson 2007 , 2008a , b ; Thun & Kley 2018 ; Penzlin, Kley & Nelson
021 ). Recently, Coleman, Nelson & Triaud ( 2023 ) presented a
lobal N -body planet formation model that includes prescriptions for 
ebble accretion, planet migration, gas accretion, and evolution of 
 circumbinary disc. They demonstrated that the model could form 

lanets similar to Kepler-16b and Kepler-34b. Indeed in Standing 
t al. ( 2023 ), the authors used the model of Coleman, Nelson & Triaud
 2023 ) to show that the cores of the observed planets in the TOI-1338
ystem could be formed through pebble accretion in the outer disc, 
ar from their observed locations, before the planets simultaneously 
ccreted gas and migrated towards the cavity region around the 
entral stars. Their main aim was to form systems similar to that
bserved, and so only coarsely examined a range of parameters, 
hese being the initial disc mass and the metallicity. 

In this work, we expand on the parameters chosen in Standing et al.
 2023 ), by examining more broadly, what parameters can lead to the
ormation of systems such as TOI-1338/BEBOP-1. The aim of this 
pproach is not only to determine what combinations of parameters 
re capable of forming such systems, but also those that are not,
ence providing hints about the properties of planet forming discs 
hat can be compared to observations. We follow Coleman, Nelson & 

riaud ( 2023 ) and use the N -body code MERCURY6 (Chambers 1999 ;
hambers et al. 2002 ) that is coupled to a viscously evolving 1D
isc model, along with prescriptions for photoe v aporation, pebble 
ccretion, planet migration, gas accretion, and effects arising from 

nteractions with a central binary. Our models are able to produce 
ystems similar to TOI-1338/BEBOP-1, with the best-fitting systems 
orming in discs with low levels of turbulence, and in weaker 
adiation environments. 

This paper is laid out as follows. We outline our physical model in
ection 2 , whilst we describe our population parameters in Section 3 .
n Section 4 , we outline the results of our population models. Finally,
e discuss our results and draw conclusions in Section 5 . 

 PHYSICAL  M O D E L  

n the following section, we provide a basic o v erview of the physical
odel we adopt and the numerical scheme used to undertake the 

imulations. The N -body simulations presented here were performed 
sing the MERCURY6 symplectic N -body integrator (Chambers 1999 ), 
pdated to accurately model planetary orbits around a pair of 
inary stars (Chambers et al. 2002 ). We utilize the ‘close-binary’ 
lgorithm described in Chambers et al. ( 2002 ) that calculates the
emporal evolution of the positions and velocities of each body in 
he simulations with respect to the centre of mass of the binary
tars, subject to gravitational perturbations from both stars and other 
arge bodies. We also include prescriptions for the evolution of 1D 

rotoplanetary disc as well as disc–planet interactions. With the disc 
odel being 1D in nature, we also include prescriptions that take into

ccount non-axisymmetric effects (i.e. a precessing eccentric inner 
isc cavity) due to the binary stars. The full model and the additional
rescriptions due to the binary can be found in Coleman, Nelson &
riaud ( 2023 ), with Table 1 showing the applicable parameters, but
e briefly describe the model below: 
(i) We solve the standard diffusion equation for a 1D viscous α-disc
odel (Shakura & Sunyaev 1973 ; Lynden-Bell & Pringle 1974 ). Disc 

emperatures are calculated by balancing blackbody cooling against 
iscous heating and stellar irradiation from both stars. The viscous 
arameter αvisc = 10 −3 throughout most of the disc, but increases 
lose to the central stars to mimic the eccentric cavity that is carved
ut by the tidal forces of the central stars. When giant planets are
resent, tidal torques from the planets are applied to the disc leading
o the opening of gaps (Lin & Papaloizou 1986 ). 

(ii) We incorporate models of photoe v aporati ve winds removing
aterial from the disc, both internally driven through radiation 

manating from the central stars, and externally driven due to 
UV radiation from nearby sources (i.e. O/B–stars). For internal 
hotoe v aporation due to EUV radiation from the central stars, we
nclude a standard photoe v aporati ve wind model (Dullemond et al.
007 ), where the wind is assumed to be launched thermally from
he disc upper and lower surfaces beyond a critical radius that
pproximately corresponds to the thermal velocity being equal to 
he escape velocity from the system. With ionizing radiation not just
mpacting the disc from the central stars, but also from nearby stars
n the local star-forming region (e.g. Haworth et al. 2018 , 2023 ),
e include external photoe v aporation in the models to account for

he effects of ionizing FUV photons. We adopt the model found in
atsuyama, Johnstone & Hartmann ( 2003 ), which drives a wind

utside of the gravitational radius where the sound speed in the
eated layer is T ∼1000 K. 

(iii) The main source of the accretion of solids in our models is
hrough pebble accretion. We follow the pebble accretion model of 
ohansen & Lambrechts ( 2017 ), where a pebble production front
o v es outwards in the disc o v er time. This production front arises

rom dust particles coagulating and settling to the disc mid-plane 
orming pebbles. Once these pebbles become large enough, they 
egin to drift inwards through gas drag forces, thus creating a pebble
roduction front when the drift time-scale is equal to the growth time-
cale. As the pebbles drift inwards they can be accreted by planetary
mbryos, allowing them to grow on short time-scales (Lambrechts & 

ohansen 2012 ). The accretion of pebbles continues until the planets
each the pebble isolation mass, that being the mass where planets are
ble to sufficiently perturb the local disc, forming a pressure bump
MNRAS 527, 414–427 (2024) 
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Table 2. Values for the parameters varied amongst the populations. 

Parameter Lo wer v alue Upper value Dimension 

M disc ( M bin ) 0.05 0.15 linear 
Ṁ pe , ext ( M � yr −1 ) 10 −9 10 −6 log 
αb 10 −4 10 −2.5 log 
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xterior to the planet’s orbit, that traps pebbles and halts pebble
ccretion on to the planet (Lambrechts & Johansen 2014 ; Ataiee
t al. 2018 ; Bitsch et al. 2018 ). 

(iv) Eccentric cavities, arising because of the tidal torque from
he central binary, have been seen in observations and numerical
imulations of circumbinary discs (e.g. Artymowicz & Lubow 1994 ;
utrey, Guilloteau & Simon 1994 ; Pierens & Nelson 2013 ; Mutter,
ierens & Nelson 2017 ; Thun, Kley & Picogna 2017 ; Coleman,
elson & Triaud 2022 ). The shape and size of these cavities depends
n the binary properties, i.e. mass ratio and eccentricity, and local
isc properties such as the viscosity parameter α (Kley, Thun &
enzlin 2019 ). The main effect of circumbinary disc cavities on
lanet formation is the creation of a planet migration trap as the
orotation torque is increased due to the positive surface density
radient at the cavity edge. To simulate the effects of an eccentric
avity in our 1D disc model, we ran 2D hydrodynamical simulations
f circumbinary discs using FARGO3D (Ben ́ıtez-Llambay & Masset
016 ) to determine the cavity structure. In the 1D models, we
imulate the azimuthally averaged surface density profile of the
avity by adjusting the viscosity parameter α, whilst maintaining
 constant gas flow rate through disc. This forms an inner cavity in
he disc and leads to a buildup of material at the outer edge of the
avity, as required. 

(v) Using the abo v e 2D hydrodynamical simulations, we take
nto account the precessing eccentric nature of the inner disc cavity
n 1D models through construction of 2D maps of the gravitational
cceleration experienced by test particles embedded in the disc due to
he non-axisymmetric density distribution. We also create maps of the
as surface densities and gas velocities. These maps are used when
ntegrating the equations of motion of planets and when calculating
elativ e v elocities between planets and drifting pebbles. These effects
re mainly rele v ant near the cavity region. 

(vi) We use the torque formulae from Paardekooper et al. ( 2010 )
nd Paardekooper, Baruteau & Kley ( 2011 ) to simulate type I
igration due to Lindblad and corotation torques acting on planetary

mbryos. Corotation torques arise from both entropy and vortensity
radients in the disc, and the possible saturation of these torques is
ncluded in the simulations. The influence of eccentricity and incli-
ation on the migration torques, and of eccentricity and inclination
amping are included (Cresswell & Nelson 2008 ; Fendyke & Nelson
014 ). 
(vii) Type II migration of gap forming planets is simulated using

he impulse approximation of Lin & Papaloizou ( 1986 ), where we
se the gap opening criterion of Crida, Morbidelli & Masset ( 2006 )
o determine when to switch between type I and II migration. Thus,
hen a planet is in the gap opening regime, the planet exerts tidal

orques on the disc to open a gap, and the disc back-reacts onto the
lanet to drive type II migration in a self-consistent manner. 
(viii) The accretion of gaseous envelopes on to solid cores occurs

nce a planet’s mass exceeds 1 M ⊕. We utilize the formulae based in
oon, Nelson & Coleman ( 2021 ) that are based on fits to gas accretion
ates obtained using a 1D envelope structure model (Papaloizou &
erquem 1999 ; Papaloizou & Nelson 2005 ; Coleman, Papaloizou &
elson 2017 ). To calculate these fits, Poon, Nelson & Coleman

 2021 ) performed numerous simulations, embedding planets with
nitial core masses between 2–15 M ⊕ at orbital radii spanning 0.2–
0 au , within gas discs of different masses. This allowed for the
f fects of v arying local disc properties to be taken into account when
alculating fits to gas accretion rates, a significant impro v ement on
ts used in our previous work (e.g. Coleman & Nelson 2014 , 2016a ,
 ). We use these fits until a planet is massive enough to undergo
unaway gas accretion and open a gap in the disc. The gas accretion
NRAS 527, 414–427 (2024) 
ate is then limited to either the maximum value of the fits from Poon,
elson & Coleman ( 2021 ), or the viscous supply rate. All gas that

s accreted onto a planet is remo v ed from the surrounding disc, such
hat the accretion scheme conserves mass. 

 POPULATI ON  PA R A M E T E R S  

hilst the work of Standing et al. ( 2023 ) only varied the initial
isc mass and metallicity parameter, we alter and broaden our
arameter study here. Given that Standing et al. ( 2023 ) showed
hat discs with Solar metallicity are capable of forming planetary
ystems similar to TOI-1338/BEBOP-1, and given that the observed
etallicity of the system is expected to be around solar (Kostov

t al. 2020 ; Standing et al. 2023 ), we only consider discs of solar
etallicity in this study. With the disc lifetime being one of the main

onsiderations when forming planets, since it controls the length of
ime o v er which a planet can both accrete and migrate, we mainly
oncentrate on parameters affecting this property (Winter et al. 2022 ;
iao, Coleman & Haworth 2023 ). Namely, this involves exploring
if ferent v alues for initial disc masses, v arying mass-loss rates due to
xternal photoe v aporation, as well as dif ferent v alues of the viscosity
arameter α. For these parameters, we take random values between
he limits shown in Table 2 , with the last column denoting whether
e randomize in log or linear space. 
We choose initial disc masses between 5 and 15 per cent of

he combined binary mass, with the maximum disc mass being
qual to the most massive disc a star can host before it becomes
ravitationally unstable (Haworth et al. 2020 ). Numerous works
av e pro vided observational estimates for the viscosity parameter
(Isella, Carpenter & Sargent 2009 ; Andrews et al. 2010 ; Pinte et al.

016 ; Flaherty et al. 2017 ; Trapman et al. 2020 ; Villenave et al. 2020 ,
022 ). We adopt values of α that are consistent with such estimates
see Rosotti 2023 , for a recent re vie w). For the final parameter that
ffects the disc lifetime, the rate of external photoevaporation, we
se mass-loss rates for a 100 au disc of between 10 −9 –10 −6 M � yr −1 .
hese values correspond to FUV field strengths of between ∼30–
3 × 10 4 , consistent with what is expected across star forming

egions such as Orion, with other low-mass regions such as Taurus
nd Lupus occupying the lower region of our parameter space (Winter
t al. 2018 ). 

We include 42 planetary embryos in the simulations, spaced
quidistantly between 2–20 au . Initially, the planetary embryos are
ssigned masses according to the transition mass where planets begin
o accrete from their entire Hill sphere instead of just the Bondi sphere

 trans ∼ η3 M bin (1) 

here η is the dimensionless measure of gas pressure support
Nakagawa, Sekiya & Hayashi 1986 ), and M bin is the combined
inary mass. To initialize the planetary embryos, we assume that
hey are equal to 0.1 × M trans , since recent work has shown that the
argest embryos that form through gravitational collapse of pebble
louds in protoplanetary discs are generally 10–30 times smaller
han the transition mass (Sch ̈afer, Yang & Johansen 2017 ; Abod
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Figure 1. Mass versus semimajor axis plot for all planets formed in simulations with viscosity α values between: 10 −4 –10 −3.5 (left panel), 10 −3.5 –10 −3 (middle 
panel), and 10 −3 –10 −2.5 (right panel). The colour coding denotes the external photoe v aporation rate experience by the planet forming disc, whilst grey points 
show planets that have been lost from the simulations, either through collisions or ejections. The red symbols denote the mass and semi-major axis of TOI-1338b 
and BEBOP-1c. The dashed black line denotes the stability limit (Holman & Wiegert 1999 ). 
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t al. 2019 ; Liu et al. 2020 ; Coleman 2021 ). For the planetary
ccentricities and inclinations, we initialize them randomly between 
–0.001, and 0–0.36 o , respectively. We initialize the surface density 
n the circumbinary discs using � g ( r) = � g , 1 au ( r/ 1 au ) −1 , where
 g , 1 au is the surface density at 1 au assuming the disc has a size up

o 200 au and an initial M disc . We run each simulation for 10 Myr
o account for the entire protoplanetary-disc phase, and additionally 
llowing for dynamical evolution of the systems after the dispersal 
f the circumbinary discs. 

 RESULTS  

he main objective of this work is to use the TOI-1338/BEBOP-1
lanetary system to explore the disc parameters that give rise to its
ormation. Whilst we do not discuss the formation and evolution 
f the circumbinary systems in detail, instead just focusing on the 
nal outcomes, the formation pathways and behaviours are generally 
imilar to those found in Coleman, Nelson & Triaud ( 2023 ). There,
lanetary embryos accrete pebbles and migrate towards the central 
avity, becoming trapped there due to strong corotation torques. 
his then allows collisions to occur, whilst providing time for giant 
lanet cores to accrete gas and become gas giants. Below, we begin
y analysing our simulation results as a whole population before 
sing the TOI-1338/BEBOP-1 planetary system to determine which 
arameter choices are conducive to its formation. 

.1 Exploring the parameter space 

.1.1 Effects of changing α

n Fig. 1 , we show the final masses versus semi-major axes for all
lanets that formed in our simulations. The left-hand panel shows 
he planets from simulations with α ≤ 10 −3.5 , the middle panel is for
0 −3.5 < α ≤ 10 −3 , and the right-hand panel is for α > 10 −3 . Planets
enoted by grey points show those lost from the simulations, either 
hrough collisions or ejections following interactions with the central 
inary. The colour coding shows the external photoe v aporation rate 
f the disc that each specific planet formed in. Finally, the red triangle
nd plus sign indicate the locations of TOI-1338b and BEBOP-1c, 
espectively. The dashed black line denotes the outer edge of the
one of dynamical instability (Holman & Wiegert 1999 ). 

As can be seen in Fig. 1 , there is a significant difference in the
opulations of planets that form in circumbinary discs, depending on 
he value of α. Looking at the left-hand panel of Fig. 1 representing
o w- α v alues, it is clear that a large number of planets with masses
f 10–200 M ⊕ were able to form and migrate in close to the central
inary. Some of these planets were able to open gaps in the disc before
hey reached the cavity, and were then able to migrate outwards
lightly as the outer disc photoe v aporated, leaving only an inner disc
ith which the planets could exchange angular momentum. This 

esulted in the large number of planets with masses m p ∼ 100 M ⊕
rbiting between 2–6 au . A large number of planets with masses 10–
00 M ⊕ are also found to be orbiting near the zone of dynamical
nstability (dashed line) and around where the inner cavities were 
ocated ( < 1 au ). These planets formed and migrated deeper into
he cavity region, becoming trapped in that region due to positive
orotation torques that arise from the positive surface density profiles 
ssociated with the cavities. They then opened gaps in the disc and
emained close to the binary as the inner disc accreted on to the
inary. 
When comparing the left-hand panel of Fig. 1 to the middle and

ight-hand panels, it is clear that increasing the viscosity affects the
istribution of planets that form, both in terms of their masses and
emi-major axes. A noticeable difference is the number of giant 
lanets that form in discs with higher α values (right-hand panel) 
nd attain masses greater than 1 Jupiter mass. This is due to these
lanets being able to undergo runaway gas accretion before they 
pen deep gaps that inhibit the accretion of gas on to the planets.
or planets forming in lower α discs, a lower mass planet opens gap

n the disc, hindering the accretion of massiv e env elopes. The semi-
ajor axis distribution of massive planets is also seen to depend

n α. As mentioned abo v e, in the discs with lo w- α v alues, some
f the giant planets and planets with masses just below 100 M ⊕
ere able to migrate outwards after dispersal through e v aporation
f the disc lying exterior to their orbits, leaving only the inner disc
ith which to exchange angular momentum, causing the planets to 
igrate outwards until the inner disc accreted on to the central stars.
his led to a larger dispersion in giant planet semi-major axes. 
MNRAS 527, 414–427 (2024) 
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Figure 2. Cumulative distribution functions (bottom panel) and probability 
distribution functions (top panel) of planet masses for those forming in discs 
with different ranges of the viscosity parameter α. We show discs with low- α
values (blue line), high- α values (yellow line), and an intermediate value for α
(red line). We only calculate the distributions for planets with masses greater 
than 1 M ⊕. 
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For the giant planets that form in the discs with higher α values,
hown in the right panel of Fig. 1 , they are mainly found around
he zone of dynamical instability or where the cavity was located,

1 au . Those giant planets with semi-major axes > 1 au , are found
n systems that contained multiple giant planets, and so dynamical
nteractions with inner giant planets halted their migration at a larger
eparation. In the discs with an intermediate α, the middle panel of
ig. 1 , there is a smooth transition in both the mass and semi-major
xis distribution of giant planets. 

We now examine the change in populations for super-Earth and
eptune mass planets. The differences in the distributions of these
lanets is harder to distinguish from Fig. 1 . Therefore in Fig. 2 ,
e show the cumulative distribution function (bottom panel) and

he probability density function (top panel) of planet masses as a
unction of the viscous α value. The blue line represents planets
orming in discs with low values of α (equivalent to the left-hand
anel in fig. 1 ), whilst the red and yellow lines show the intermediate
nd higher α discs, equi v alent to the middle and right-hand panels of
ig. 1 , respecti vely. The dif ferences in distributions for giant planets
s a function of the disc viscosity is clear in Fig. 2 , where only a
mall fraction (10.5 per cent) of the planets shown by the blue line
ave masses m p > 100 M ⊕, whilst a larger fraction giants formed in
he more viscous discs ( ∼ 20 and ∼ 32 per cent for the intermediate
nd high- α values, respectively). 

Moving on to super-Earths and Neptune mass planets, the fraction
f super-Earths forming ( m p ≤ 15 M ⊕) increases as α increases from
ts lowest to its intermediate value, and then decreases as the value
f α is increased to its highest value. In the most viscous discs,
ore planets are able to undergo runaway gas accretion, and N -body

nteractions between multiple giant planets can lead to ejections, such
hat both of these effects reduce the fraction of super-Earths. This
raction rises from 28.5 per cent in discs with lo w- α v alues to 67.5
er cent in discs with intermediate α values, before then dropping to
9.6 per cent for high- α discs. Interestingly, in high- α discs, there
ppears to be a bimodal distribution when combining the fractions
f super-Earths with the fraction of giant planets, equating to 92
er cent of all planets. This is especially evident in the top panel
NRAS 527, 414–427 (2024) 
f Fig. 2 where the yellow line shows two distinct populations of
lanets, one centred around ∼Jupiter mass, and the other around

7 M ⊕. The bimodality in planet mass is not as evident in the
ntermediate α discs but none the less can be seen (corresponding
o ∼ 80 per cent ), and is not evident in the low- α discs as there is
 larger abundance of planets forming with masses 25–100 M ⊕. As
iscussed previously, the lack of giant planets in the lowest α discs is
ue to the planets opening gaps before they can undergo runaway gas
ccretion. 

As well as the distributions for planet masses varying, there is
lso a difference when it comes to the distributions of semi-major
xes for super-Earths forming in circumbinary discs with different
alues of α. From Fig. 1 , it is clear that as α increases, the spatial
istrib ution of super -Earths begins to shift to planets orbiting closer
o the zone of dynamical instability and the cavity edge. Indeed

96 per cent of super-Earths forming in discs with α > 10 −3.5 

rbit with semi-major axes < 2 au , whilst only 57.5 per cent orbit
here in low- α discs. This change in orbital locations arises because

ore massive planets in the low- α discs open gaps before they
re able to undergo runaway gas accretion. These planets then
igrate toward the central stars slo wly, or e ven outwards if the

uter disc is photoe v aporated, and act as a barrier for less massive
uper-Earths migrating inwards whilst remaining embedded in the
ircumbinary disc. This allows the super-Earths to retain larger semi-
ajor axes for longer, and ultimately remain there once the discs fully

isperse. 

.1.2 Effects of initial disc mass and external photoe vapor ation 

hilst the panels in Fig. 1 showed mass versus semi-major axis
or discs separated by the α parameter, they did not show the
ifferences that arise due to the initial disc mass or the external
hotoe v aporation rate. Both of these parameters, as well as α, can
etermine the lifetimes of circumbinary discs, especially that of the
uter regions, and so are important in determining the final mass
nd locations of planets that form within them. In Fig. 3 , we show
he mass versus semi-major axis for all planets that form in low- α
iscs (10 −4 –10 −3.5 ), with each panel representing a range of initial
isc masses and external photoe v aporation rates. For example, the
op left panel shows the planets from simulations with initial disc

asses between 0.05–0.083 × M bin and external photoe v aporation
ates of 10 −7 –10 −6 M � yr −1 . The colour coding here represents the
nstantaneous eccentricity of the planets after 10 Myr. Similar to
ig. 1 , the grey points show planets that have been lost through
ollisions or ejections, the dashed line shows the outer edge of the
one of dynamical instability, and the red symbols denote the mass
nd semi-major axis of TOI-1338b and BEBOP-1c, respectively.
ooking at the top left panel of Fig. 3 showing the planets forming

n the least massive discs and in most intense external radiation
nvironments, it is clear to see that few giant planets with masses
reater than 100 M ⊕ were able to form. The majority of planets that
ormed remained at subterrestrial masses and underwent minimal
igration, hence the large number of planets between 10–20 au . For

lanets that were able to grow, the majority of those were able to
igrate in towards the central cavity, orbiting there once the disc

ully dispersed. 
When moving to the right across the top row of Fig. 3 , the initial

isc mass increases. As the initial disc mass increases, the amount of
aterial available for accretion subsequently increases, which leads

o more massive planets being able to form. The disc lifetime is also
ncreased which allows further time for planets to accrete gas and

igrate. In the top right panel of Fig. 3 , a larger number of Neptune to
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Figure 3. Mass versus semi-major axis plots for all planets in simulations with specific parameters for the discs with viscosity α values of between 10 −4 –10 −3.5 . 
Different panels show different initial disc masses in units of binary masses (columns) and external photoe v aporation rates in units of M � yr −1 (rows) with 
values for each row and column in the first row and column, respectively. The colour coding denotes the final eccentricities of the planets, whilst grey points 
show planets that have been lost from the simulations, either through collisions or ejections. The red symbols denote the mass and semi-major axis of TOI-1338b 
and BEBOP-1c. The dashed black line denotes the outer edge of the zone of dynamical instability (Holman & Wiegert 1999 ). 
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aturn mass planets were able to form and can be seen orbiting near
he cavity, or around ∼few au after migrating outwards once they 
pened gaps in the disc. A number of super-Earth and terrestrial mass
lanets were able to form and migrate to the cavity region, whilst a
arger number of planets were ejected from the system (shown by 
he grey points) as N -body interactions increased in magnitude due 
o the more massive planets. 

The effects of an increase in disc lifetime as the external photoe-
aporation rate decreases are even more evident when moving down 
he rows in Fig. 3 . With external photoe v aporation not dispersing
he outer disc as quickly, more dust is available to be converted into
ebbles. This allows planets to accrete pebbles for longer, letting 
hem attain more massive cores. The increase in disc lifetime, again
lso gives more time for planets to accrete gas and migrate in the
isc. Looking at the bottom of Fig. 3 , it is clear that a large number
f planets were able to accrete substantial gaseous envelopes and 
each masses similar to Saturn, after they opened gaps in their discs.
nterestingly, the panel with the largest fraction of planets in this
ass regime is the bottom left, that showing the smaller disc masses

nd the weakest external photoe v aporation rates. Those planets are
lso found to be orbiting with a larger variation in orbital separation
han those found in more massive discs, showing the influence that
utward migration has had on these planets. Outward migration was 
ore of a factor here, since the discs were initially less massive,
MNRAS 527, 414–427 (2024) 
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Figure 4. Same as Fig. 3 but for viscosity α values between 10 −3 –10 −2.5 . 
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nd so the outer regions dissipated more quickly than did the more
assi ve discs, allo wing planets to migrate outwards and not interact

s strongly as those found in more massive discs, where inward
igration was prominent for longer. This ultimately led to more
assive planets surviving in the systems. 
Whilst Fig. 3 shows the different mass versus semi-major axis for

lanets forming in low- α discs, Fig. 4 shows the same results, but
or planets forming in high- α discs ( α ≥ 10 −3 ). As was shown in
ig. 1 , there is a difference in the distributions of planets that form

n high- α discs compared to low- α discs, with more massive planets
orming in higher α discs. This is also evident when looking at the
ottom two rows of Fig. 4 where giant planets are found to reside
round the cavity region and the zone of dynamical instability. Whilst
ost of the features seen abo v e in Fig. 3 are equally seen in Fig. 4

i.e. the effects of increasing disc mass or decreasing the external
hotoe v aporation rate), there is also an interesting feature that arises
NRAS 527, 414–427 (2024) 
n the smaller mass discs in high radiation environments. Looking at
he top left panel of Fig. 4 , it is interesting to see that no planets with

asses ∼ m p > 20 M ⊕ were able to form. This is due to planets not
eing able to accrete pebbles or gas for significant periods of times,
ince the strong external photoe v aporation had ef fecti vely truncated
he disc early into the disc lifetime. The fast truncation of the discs
esulted in the pebble production front reaching the disc outer edge
arly in the lifetime, which halted the mass flux of pebbles drifting
nto the inner system, such that they were not available to be accreted
y planets (Qiao, Coleman & Haworth 2023 ). Another effect limiting
ebble accretion rates is the higher α values in these discs, which
cted to stir up pebbles v ertically, e xtending the pebble scale height.
ith a larger pebble scale height, this reduced the efficiency of pebble

ccretion. These effects resulted in stunted growth for giant planet
ores, leaving them little time to undergo runaway gas accretion and
ecome giant planets. 
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Figure 5. Cumulative distribution functions (bottom panel) and probability 
distribution functions (top panel) of planet masses for those forming in 
discs with different ranges of the external photoevaporation rate. We show 

discs with mass-loss rates between 10 −9 –10 −8 M � yr −1 (blue line), 10 −8 –
10 −7 M � yr −1 (red line) and 10 −7 –10 −6 M � yr −1 (yellow line). We only 
calculate the distributions for planets with masses greater than 1 M ⊕. 

Figure 6. The average total mass of simulated systems as a function of the 
external photoe v aporation rate. Solid lines sho w those systems with lo w- α
viscosity discs, whilst dashed lines show high- α viscosity discs. The initial 
disc mass is indicated by the colours: blue is equal to 0.05 M bin , red is equal 
to 0.1 M bin , and yellow is equal to 0.15 M bin . 
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Whilst the top left panel showed the effects on the population 
or low-mass discs, the top right panel shows the population for
igh-mass discs in high-radiation intensity en vironments. W ith more 
assive discs, their lifetimes are longer and there is more solid
aterial to be accreted. This resulted in a large number of terrestrials

nd super-Earths being able to form and migrate to the central cavity,
ith some being able to undergo runaway gas accretion and become 
iant planets. In comparison with the same panel in Fig, 3 , a larger
umber of giant planets were able to form; ho we v er, the y were ejected
rom the system, as shown by the grey points seen near the dashed
ine that denotes the edge of the zone of dynamical instability. The
ncrease in ejections was due to the increased strength of the N -
ody interactions between multiple giant planets/giant planet cores, 
llowing planets to interact more effectively with the central binary, 
nd therefore being ejected. 

Similar to Fig. 3 , the populations that formed in weaker radiation
elds, shown by the bottom panels of Fig. 4 , contained more massive
lanets as they could form more easily in longer lived discs. In the less
assive discs (bottom left panel), a few giant planets formed, as well

s a large number of super-Earth and Neptune mass planets. Moving 
o the most massive discs (bottom right panel), a large number of
iant planets were able to form, since the increase in disc mass
llowed multiple planetary cores to accrete significant amounts of 
ebbles, which were then able to undergo runaway gas accretion 
nd accrete large gaseous envelopes. Ho we ver, with large numbers 
f giant planets forming, this again resulted in an increase in the
umber of ejected planets through mutual gravitational interactions 
nd interactions with one of the binary stars. These lost planets can
e seen by the large number of grey points in the bottom right panel
f Fig. 4 for planets last seen orbiting within 1 au and with masses
etween 1–100 M ⊕. Comparing the bottom panels of Fig. 4 to those
n Fig. 3 , it is clear the semi-major axis distribution of the planets
s slightly different, with those more massive planets forming in the 
igher α discs being found closer to the binary stars, since they were
ble to migrate there before opening gaps in the disc. There was
lso limited outward migration in these discs, since the disc interior 
o a gap opening planet was able to accrete on to the central stars
efore the outer disc dispersed, unlike the scenario found for lower 
discs. 

.2 Importance of the radiation environment 

he effects of external photoevaporation on the growth and migration 
f forming planets has only recently been examined. Winter et al. 
 2022 ) found that the gas accretion and migration of wide-orbit
iant planets in protoplanetary discs can be suppressed by FUV- 
nduced external photoe v aporation. More recently, Qiao, Coleman & 

a worth ( 2023 ) e xplored the effects of e xternal photoe v aporation on
lanetary cores accreting pebbles, finding that it can significantly 
inder their growth. As discussed abo v e, we observ e similar ef-
ects here, especially in more viscous discs, and those of lower 
ass. 
Similar to Fig. 2 , in Fig. 5 , we show the cumulative distribution

unction (bottom panel) and the probability density function of planet 
asses as a function of the external photoe v aporati ve mass-loss rate.
he blue lines represent small external mass-loss rates, with the 
ello w lines sho wing large mass-loss rates, and red lines sho wing
ntermediate mass-loss rates. The effects of the external environment 
n planet mass is clear when comparing the blue lines to the yellow
ines. Very few giant planets are able to form in strong external
adiation environments as seen by the lack of planets with masses
 p > 100 M ⊕. Even for planets with substantial gaseous envelopes,
nly ∼ 20 per cent of planets have masses m p > 10 M ⊕. This is
n contrast to the weaker radiation environments where the blue 
ines show that ∼ 85 per cent of planets have masses m p > 10 M ⊕,
nd ∼ 40 per cent of planets are giant planets. Looking at the 
robability distributions, there are interesting differences there, with 
trong radiation environments fa v ouring planets of much lower 
asses and a small peak at m p ∼ 70 M ⊕, whilst the intermediate

adiation environments show a large peak at m p ∼ 70–80 M ⊕, and
eak radiation environments showing a double peak, with one at 
 p ∼ 80 M ⊕ and the other at m p ∼ 500 M ⊕. This shows the change

n planet distributions that form in discs evolving under different 
xternal photoe v aporation rates. 

In Fig. 6 , we show the average total mass of planets that form
i.e. the combined mass of all planets including those ejected) for
MNRAS 527, 414–427 (2024) 
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M

Figure 7. Contour plots showing the total mass of all formed planets in systems as a function of different parameters. The left-hand panel compares disc mass 
to the external mass-loss rate, the middle panel compares the viscosity parameter α to the external mass-loss rate, and the right-hand panel compares the disc 
mass to α. Black crosses denote the systems that best match TOI-1338/BEBOP-1. 
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ircumbinary discs with varying external photoe v aporation rates. The
olid lines show the total masses for circumbinary discs with low- α
alues, whilst dashed lines show their more viscous counterparts.
e differentiate the effect of initial disc mass with the different

olours, with blue being low-mass discs and yellow being high-mass
iscs. When looking at the left-hand side of Fig. 6 , it is clear that
he local radiation environment only has an effect once the initial
xternal mass-loss rate reaches 10 −7 . 5 M � yr −1 , in agreement with
revious works that find that weak and/or shielded environments
ave limited effects on planet formation (Winter et al. 2022 ; Qiao,
oleman & Haworth 2023 ). The effect of higher α discs where giant
lanets are able to form can also be easily seen here, where the total
lanet exceeds 2 M J for more massive discs, whilst for low- α discs,
hey generally converge to between 100–200 M ⊕. As the external
hotoe v aporation rate increases, the drop in total planet mass is clear,
specially in more viscous discs where in more extreme radiation
nvironments ( Ṁ ext ≥ 10 −6 . 5 M � yr −1 ), no planets with masses m p >

00 M ⊕ are able to form. Interestingly, the drop off in total planet
ass is not as extreme in less viscous discs, due to the reduced amount

f turbulence allowing for larger pebble accretion rates, resulting in
ome super-Earth and Neptune mass planets being able to form before
he discs disperse. 

Overall, Fig. 6 shows that external photoe v aporation can have a
arge effect on the resulting planets and planetary systems. As in
revious works (e.g. Coleman & Haworth 2022 ), a mass-loss rate
f 10 −8 M � yr −1 corresponds to a G 0 = 300 radiation environment 1 ,
nd these results imply that in most observed star forming regions,
xternal photoe v aporation will have significant ef fects on the types
nd locations of planets that form. This includes both star forming
egions with strong UV fields such as Orion, where the FUV field
trengths range from ∼30–∼3 × 10 4 , and also weaker environments
uch as Taurus or Lupus where the FUV field strengths are approx-
mately an 1–2 orders of magnitude lower on average than in Orion
Winter et al. 2018 ). 
NRAS 527, 414–427 (2024) 

 G 0 is taken as the flux inte gral o v er 912–2400 Å, normalized to the value in 
he solar neighbourhood (Habing 1968 ). 
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.3 Complications due to N -body interactions 

he previous sections discussed the effects of the initial disc mass,
he local radiation environment, and other disc properties. We now
ho w the ef fects that N -body interactions have on the final planetary
ystems. In Fig. 7 , the total mass of planets that formed in each system
s represented by the colour in filled contour plots as a function
f the dif ferent v arying initial parameters. In the left-hand panel,
e compare the external mass-loss rate to the initial disc mass.
he middle panel compares the external mass-loss rate against the
isc viscosity parameter α, whilst the right-hand panel compares
against the initial disc mass. The black crosses denote the most

OI-1338/BEBOP-1 like systems, that will be discussed in Section
.4 . 
Looking at the left-hand panel of Fig. 7 , a correlation can be seen

n the total planet mass as a function of external photoe v aporation
nd initial disc mass. More mass is converted into planets in more
assive discs and weaker radiation environments, i.e. towards the

ottom right of the panel. Conversely, in less massive discs in strong
adiation environments, very little mass is accreted on to planets.
his is mainly a result of the lifetime of the disc, with lifetimes

ncreasing towards the bottom right of the panel. A similar effect can
e seen in the middle panel where discs have longer lifetimes as the
lot mo v es from the top to the bottom left. The main difference in
he middle panel here, is that the most massive planetary systems
ppear in the bottom right of the panel, due to giant planet cores
eing able to undergo runaway gas accretion before they open a
ap in the discs. This can be seen when comparing the bottom rows
f Figs. 3 and 4 . When examining only α, the middle panel shows
hat values between α = 10 −3.5 and 10 −3 are the most conducive to
orming massive planets. The right-hand panel compares the total
asses when comparing α and the initial disc mass, where the total

lanet mass mainly increases as disc mass increases, whilst the most
assive planets are again found in the top right of the panel where α

s largest, allowing giant planets to form. 
With Fig. 7 showing contour plots for each set of parameters,

ig. 8 shows a very similar plot, but only accounting for surviving
lanets, i.e. not including those planets that have collided with the
entral stars or been ejected from the system. Comparing Fig. 8 to
ig. 7 , it is clear that the most notable differences are in the regions
here the total mass indicates that multiple super-Earth to Neptune
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Figure 8. Same as Fig. 7 but the colour scale now showing the remaining mass for each simulation. 
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ass planets were able to form (i.e. > 20 M ⊕). This can very easily
e seen in the left-hand and middle panels of Fig. 8 where patches
f blue denoting negligible planet mass remaining in the systems 
ave now sporadically appeared where the total planet mass was 
igh. This indicates a large proportion of the mass locked in planets
as been lost from the system, and in these cases, mainly due to
jections. With there being so many planets of considerable mass, 
his allowed interactions between planets to excite eccentricities, 
llowing some to collide, but for most to cause them to interact
trongly with the central binary, resulting in their ejection from the 
ystems. 

Our previous work also found that circumbinary systems ejected 
arge numbers of planets. In examining the formation of Kepler-16 
nd Kepler-34, Coleman, Nelson & Triaud ( 2022 ) found that between 
 and 10 planets were ejected on average from those systems, with
ost planets having masses less than that of Neptune. In this work,
 v er a broader parameter space, and around a different system, we
nd similar results. On average, each simulation here ejected between 
 and 7 planets with 88 per cent of those planets having masses m p ≤
 ⊕. Therefore, in agreement with the work of Coleman, Nelson &

riaud ( 2022 ), circumbinary systems are an ef fecti ve birthplace for
ree floating planets. Indeed, recent microlensing surv e ys of free 
oating planets predict the the frequency to be f = 21 + 23 

13 star −1 ,
ith the total mass of free floating planets per star to be equal to
0 + 73 

−43 M ⊕star −1 , indicating slightly higher numbers than arise from
ur planet formation models (Sumi et al. 2023 ). In future work, we
ill explore broader populations of close binary stars, to examine 
uantitatively the properties of free floating planets arising from 

hose systems, which can then be compared to current and future 
icrolensing surv e ys (e.g. Sumi et al. 2023 ; Nancy Grace Roman
elescope; Spergel et al. 2015 ; Bennett et al. 2018 ) or the Large
ynoptic Surv e y Telescope (Iv ezi ́c et al. 2019 ). 
The chaotic nature of the N -body interactions when considering 

hem from an initial parameter point of view, make it extremely 
ifficult to match specific planetary systems, since similar initial 
arameters can yield systems that are equally stable or unstable, as
ndicated by the patchiness of the blue regions amongst the yellow in
ig. 8 . Interestingly, the systems with most mass in planets, i.e. the
ottom right of the middle panels, showed that considerable mass 
emained in the systems even after dynamical interactions occurred 
nce the gas disc had dispersed. Even though multiple giant planets 
ormed in such systems, there was generally at least one giant planet
hat remained orbiting the binary. This could indicate that systems 
bserved with giant planets, e.g. Kepler-1647 (Kostov et al. 2016 ),
ay have had interesting dynamical histories. 

.4 What disc properties led to the TOI-1338/BEBOP-1 
lanetary system? 

ith the previous section looking at the parameter space as a whole,
e now focus on determining the disc properties that best match the
OI-1338/BEBOP-1 planetary system. To find the simulated systems 

hat best match the TOI-1338/BEBOP-1 system, we devise a short 
ist of constraints to then assign a score S to each simulated system
s follows 

 = S 1 × S 2 × S 3 × S 4 × S 5 × S 6 × S 7 . (2) 

he abo v e equation is e v aluated for each survi ving planetary pair
n each simulation. The constraints S 1 and S 2 e v aluate the relative
emi-major axes between the two simulated planets and those in the
OI-1338/BEBOP-1 system: 

 1 = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎩ 

a p1 

a b 
, a p1 ≥ a b 

−6 pt] 
a b 

a p1 
, a p1 < a b 

S 2 = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎪ ⎩ 

a p2 

a c 
, a p2 ≥ a c 

a c 

a p2 
, a p2 < a c 

(3) 

hilst S 3 and S 4 e v aluate the relative differences in planetary masses: 

 3 = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎩ 

m p1 

m b 
, m p1 ≥ m b 

m b 

m p1 
, m p1 < m b 

S 4 = 

⎧ ⎪ ⎨ 

⎪ ⎩ 

m p2 

m c 
, m p2 ≥ m c 

m c 

m p2 
, m p2 < m c 

(4) 

Similar to the procedure abo v e, the ne xt constraint, S 5 e v aluates the
atio in semi-major axes between the simulated pair and those in the
OI-1338/BEBOP-1 system, whilst S 6 e v aluates the relati ve mass

atios. The final constraint, S 7 compares the total mass of planets
ith orbital periods of less than 1 yr to the total expected mass
f the TOI-1338/BEBOP-1 system. This final constraint takes into 
ccount the point that our simulations are only run for 10 Myr, and
o further N -body interactions could occur resulting in planets more
imilar to those observed from a system with equal mass amongst
ultiple planets with orbital periods less than 1 yr. With this score
 now calculated for each system, the lower the score that each
ystem attains, the more similar that simulated system is to TOI-
338/BEBOP-1. 
MNRAS 527, 414–427 (2024) 
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M

Table 3. Values for the parameters use to test the distance from a simulated 
system to that of TOI-1338/BEBOP-1. 

Constraint Value 

a b ( au ) 0.4607 
a c ( au ) 0.794 
m b ( M ⊕) 21.6 
m c ( M ⊕) 65.1 
a c / a b 1.7235 
m c / m b 2.9885 
m b + m c ( M ⊕) 86.9 
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Figure 9. Temporal evolution of planet semi-major axes (top), eccentricities 
(middle), and masses (bottom) for the most TOI-1338/BEBOP-1 like system 

described in Section 4.4 . The dashed horizontal black line denotes the outer 
edge of the zone of dynamical instability. 
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.4.1 Best parameters for TOI-1338/BEBOP-1 

n Figs. 7 and 8 , the black crosses show the parameters of the best-
tting TOI-1338/BEBOP-1 simulations. The main correlation that
omes from Figs. 7 and 8 , is found in the middle panels, where
he best-fitting systems occupy the parameter space of low viscosity
iscs ( α ≤ 10 −3.5 ) and in weaker radiation environments ( Ṁ ext ≤
0 −7 M � yr −1 ). Interestingly, the initial disc mass has little effect on
orming TOI-1338/BEBOP-1 like systems, mainly due to the other
arameters allowing discs of all masses to have lifetimes sufficient
o form the planets observed. When comparing the best systems to
hose immediately in their vicinity, it is clear that a number of the best
ts occupy regions of blue and yellow, where the systems either have

ittle mass in planets or significant amounts. This again highlights
he chaotic N -body interactions that shape planetary systems. 

Whilst these results suggest that TOI-1338/BEBOP-1 did not form
n a strong UV environment, the possible constraints it puts on α are
nteresting. Observational studies have also hinted at low values for α
Rosotti 2023 ), whilst numerical studies of migrating circumbinary
lanets also find that lo w- α v alues halt planets migrating in cir-
umbinary discs, close to their observed locations (Penzlin, Kley &
elson 2021 ). The observational estimates for α are determined from
easurements of the disc radius, disc mass, and mass accretion rate.
bserving the Lupus cluster, Ansdell et al. ( 2018 ) obtained values for
ranging from ∼10 −4 to ∼10 −1 with a median of roughly 3 × 10 −3 .
o we ver, a more recent study by Trapman et al. ( 2020 ) implied

hat these values may be o v erestimated by up to a factor of 10 and
herefore a median α of 3 × 10 −4 –3 × 10 −3 is more appropriate
o explain observed accretion rates. More recent observations of
he dust disc around Oph163131 have found that very lo w le vels
f turbulence are required to recreate such a razor-thin pancake-
ike disc (Villenave et al. 2022 ). With most observations hinting at
o w le vels of turbulence ( α < 10 −3 ; see table 3 in Rosotti 2023 ,
or a recent re vie w), the indication from the sections abo v e that to
orm a TOI-1338/BEBOP-1 like system requires lo w- α v alues is
n concordance with observations. Indeed, looking at Figs. 7 and
 where the black crosses show the most TOI-1338/BEBOP-1-like
ystems, they all reside at low α with most between 1 and 2 × 10 −4 ,
nd the odd outlier at 4 × 10 −4 . When examining the most TOI-
338/BEBOP-1-like systems in regards to the initial disc mass and
xternal photoe v aporation rate, the predicted properties are less clear,
xcept for indicating that they should not be on the extreme end of
he parameters studied, i.e. not too massive discs, or in extreme UV
nvironments. But in being able to provide indications for α, these
imulated systems show that by using observ ed e xoplanet systems
nd current planet formation models in attempting to recreate them,
ould add valuable insight into the properties of protoplanetary or
ircumbinary discs. 
NRAS 527, 414–427 (2024) 
.4.2 TOI-1338/BEBOP-1 example 

e now briefly show and describe the most TOI-1338/BEBOP-1 like
ystem that formed in our simulations. Fig. 9 shows the temporal evo-
ution of planet semi-major axes (top panel), eccentricities (middle
anel), and masses (bottom panel) of one simulation that formed
 system similar to TOI-1338/BEBOP-1. Grey lines show planets
hat had final masses m p < 1 M ⊕, with coloured lines representing
lanets with masses m p ≥ 1 M ⊕. Fig. 10 shows the mass versus
emi-major axis evolution of forming planets, where the black points
epresent the final planet masses and semi-major axes. The dashed
lack line in Figs. 9 and 10 shows the outer edge of the zone of
ynamical instability for Kepler-16 (Holman & Wiegert 1999 ), while
he red triangle and plus sign show the observed locations of TOI-
338b and BEBOP-1c, respectively (Kostov et al. 2020 ; Standing
t al. 2023 ). 

The system formed as follows. As the pebble production front
o v ed outwards, the planetary embryos on the most circular orbits
ere able to accrete significant quantities pebbles, allowing a number
f them to grow to masses greater than an Earth mass. These planets
egan to migrate in towards the central cavity, and continued to
ccrete drifting pebbles as well as accreting gas. With the viscosity
n the disc being α = 2.1 × 10 −4 , planets were able to open gaps in
he inner disc region when they reached masses m p ∼ 10 M ⊕. This
ccurred for the planets represented by the purple and then the dark
lue lines in Fig. 9 in the first 0.2 Myr. With the innermost planet
pening a gap in the disc and accreting gas, it slowed the migration of
ther planets stalling two planets, shown by the green and cyan lines
n Fig. 9 . Other planets that migrated inward were ejected from the
ystem after interactions with the central binary stars. After 0.5 Myr,
he planets represented by the purple and blue lines reached masses of

75 M ⊕, and opened wide gaps in the disc where material was then
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Figure 10. Evolution of planet mass versus semi-major axis for the most 
TOI-1338/BEBOP-1 like system described in Section 4.4 . Filled black circles 
represent final masses and semi-major axes for surviving planets. Black 
dots represent the final masses and locations of the planets, whilst the red 
triangle and plus show the observed locations of TOI-1338b and BEBOP-1c, 
respectiv ely (Kosto v et al. 2020 ; Standing et al. 2023 ). The dashed vertical 
black line denotes the outer edge of the zone of dynamical instability. 
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nable to cross the gaps and accrete on to the planet as efficiently.
hese planets then formed a resonant chain with two planets located 

nterior to them, where they remained, slowly accreting until the 
nd of the disc lifetime after 6.7 Myr. After 7.6 Myr, a significant
ynamical instability occurred causing the innermost giant planet 
purple line) to be ejected from the system, whilst also destabilizing 
he two less massive planets (green and cyan lines) causing them 

o collide and form a single planet. This left two planets surviving
n the inner system at the end of the simulation after 10 Myr with
he system consisting of a 27 M ⊕ planet at 0.57 au and a 120 M ⊕
lanet at 1.04 au . Whilst these planets are slightly more massive and
rbiting slightly further away than those in TOI-1338/BEBOP-1, 
hey do represent the best-fitting system, and with slight variations 
n the initial parameters could lead to a much better fit when taking
nto the chaotic nature of N -body dynamics. 

 SUMMARY  A N D  C O N C L U S I O N S  

n this work, we hav e e xplored a broad and comprehensive parameter
pace to investigate the possible formation pathway of the TOI- 
338/BEBOP-1 circumbinary system. We used an updated version 
f the N -body code MERCURY6 including the effects of a central
inary, and coupled to this a self-consistent 1D viscously evolving 
isc model containing prescriptions for planet migration, accretion 
f gaseous envelopes, pebble accretion, disc removal through photo- 
 v aporati ve winds, and prescriptions taking into account the effects
f the central binary such as an eccentric cavity. We explored the
ffects that the initial disc mass, the strength of the local radiation
nvironment, and the level of turbulence in the disc, have on the
lanetary systems that are able to form. We focus on the recently
isco v ered TOI-1338/BEBOP-1 to explore whether it can constrain 
arameters that led to its formation. The main results from our study
an be summarized as follows. 

(1) The level of turbulence in the disc, indicated by the viscous
parameter, has a large effect on the types of planets and planetary

ystems that form, especially for giant planets. In lo w- α discs, fe wer
iant planets form as their cores open wide gaps in the disc before
hat can undergo runaway gas accretion. This also allows some of
hese giant planets to migrate outwards, leading to a larger spread in
he orbital radius distribution of such planets. The mass and orbital
adius distribution of super-Earth and Neptune mass planets is also 
ubsequently affected by the level of turbulence in the discs. 

(2) We find that the initial disc mass has only a small effect on
he final outcomes. Increasing the disc mass leads to longer disc
ifetimes, that allows slightly more massive planets to form. However, 
ith pebble accretion, the bulk of the formation of the planets occurs

arly in the disc lifetime, and so planets are typically formed before
he consequences of the initial disc mass become apparent. 

(3) Whilst the initial disc mass had little effect on the forming
lanetary systems, the external photoe v aporation rate had a larger
ffect. When it was large, ( ≥ 10 −7 M � yr −1 ) few giant planets were
ble to form, since the disc was very quickly truncated, resulting in
ittle time for pebble accretion, leading to smaller cores that accreted
as much less efficiently. With smaller mass loss rates, more massive
lanets were able to form, and so the planetary systems appeared
uite similar, independent of the external photoe v aporation rate. Ul-
imately, the simulations showed that the external photoevaporation 
ate has a large impact on the total mass of forming planetary systems.

(4) Planetary systems such as TOI-1338/BEBOP-1 can point to 
ossible parameters within planet formation scenarios. Here, our 
lanet formation models indicate that weak turbulence, α ≤ 10 −3.5 , 
nd weak UV environments produce systems that are most similar 
o TOI-1338/BEBOP-1. These similarities are in terms of the mass 
nd location of the planets as well as the ratios between them. The
esults of this work also show the parameters where such systems are
ot able to form, or where N -body interactions become significant
or the evolution of such systems. 

(5) When the disc lifetimes are extremely long, and the discs
re massive enough to form multiple giant planet cores, dynamical 
nteractions between planets becomes important in deciding the 
utcomes of planetary systems. Here, we find this to be the case
y comparing the remaining planetary mass with the total mass and
nd that massive long lived discs can lead to a substantial decrease

n the final planet mass in the system compared to that formed. This
s due to multiple planets mutually driving up their eccentricities 
esulting in ejections from the system after interacting with one of
he binary stars. Interestingly, there is a peculiar region of parameter
pace where this is less important, when α is large and the disc
ass is massive, which is due to multiple giant planets forming,

ontaining the bulk of the mass, and settling into stable orbital
onfigurations. 

The simulations we have presented here show that it is possible to
se observed planetary systems to test planet formation models, and 
hich indicate the parameters that lead to the formation of simulated

nalogues that closely resemble the real system. Examples of this 
nclude the strength of the local radiation environment through its 
ffect on external photoevaporation, and the influence of turbulence 
n the disc, i.e. the magnitude of α. As shown abo v e, the indication
hat α should be small is in agreement with expectations from 

bservations of protoplanetary discs (see Rosotti 2023 , for a recent
e vie w). Ho we ver, this was only a single system that has been tested in
uch a manner, and only when multiple systems are used to narrow
own their possible formation scenario and the properties of their 
ascent protoplanetary discs, will we truly be able to apply stringent
onstraints on their formation. 

In addition, planet formation models are continuously evolving 
nd becoming more complex, adding in new physics. For example, 
he models presented here assumed that the initial planetary embryos 
ere already fully formed, ho we ver models are now being produced
MNRAS 527, 414–427 (2024) 
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hat include the formation of planetesimals and planetary embryos
rom an initial gas and dust disc (Coleman 2021 ). In future work,
e will incorporate these model impro v ements and e xplore the
ifferences that arise between them and simulations that start with
ully formed planetary embryos. Inclusion of a beginning-to-end
odel will allow other parameters to be tested to examine their

mportance in forming the resulting planetary systems, as well as
llowing the planetary systems to possibly indicate the empirical
anges for those parameters. It is only then that planet formation
odels will truly be able to be used to shed light on the exact

ormation pathway of specific planetary systems. 
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